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Many approaches to automatic design of graphical presentation are focused on creating graphical presentation
for a given data type, often without considering actual instances of data. This is due to the fact that they aim to
be general purpose solutions. In this study a method which draws attention to characteristics of the actual data
to be presented is adopted. Knowing characteristics of data that will be shown to the observer in advance,
allows much more customized approach and better performance of constructed visualization. Visualisation
performance in this case is understood as an ability to identify and recognize presented objects quickly and
easily. Construction of the method relies heavily on research in the area of data visualization and perceptual
psychology – with special emphasis on figural goodness.
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1. Introduction
Data visualization is nowadays a common way
to represent and analyze information. There are
many well-known benefits of data visualization,
among others: human natural ability to quickly
process visual patterns, large amount of
information represented in a single image,
understanding of complex data is assisted. All of
these results in great interest in the subject, so
there is nothing surprising in many works being
carried out on automatic design of graphical
presentations [20, 23]. Their most common
goal is to build a framework which creates
a presentation method for a given data type.
In their assumptions the data type is unrestricted.
That means these are general purpose solutions
that can present any kind of information. This
gives great flexibility, but on the other hand
surely there must be better solutions in some
cases.
In this paper the space of data types for
which a presentation is constructed is narrowed,
this results in the ability to use more informed
design. The data considered here is a set of
objects, each with limited set of attributes (more
precise definition will be provided later). Other
narrowing assumption is that a presentation is
constructed for well-defined purpose. The goal
in this case is to identify and recognize presented
object among others in the set. This is a very
common human task, especially for diagnostic
processes, where a number of characteristics

describing an actual state of some entity exist.
These characteristics enable to recognize a cause
of the entity's condition. A real-world example
is medical diagnosis: referring to the process
of identifying a possible disease based on
symptoms [1, 2]. Here, the visualized objects
correspond to the condition being diagnosed and
the presentation goal is to support this process.
In the next section an attempt to outline the
problem of constructing visual presentation to
achieve the above goal will be undertaken.
But in the beginning, in order to set some
theoretical background, areas of: graphical
languages, Gestalt psychology and Structural
Information Theory, will be introduced [9, 11,
20, 21, 23, 27] .

2. Graphical languages
A graphical language can be considered as
a description of how a graphic corresponds to
represented information. According to pioneers
in the area of automatic design of graphical
presentations, graphical languages are similar to
other formal languages through defining precise
semantic and syntactic of constructed sentences
[20]. Therefore, presentations can be seen as
sentences in a graphical language. In context of
an input data set, the main characteristics of
a graphical language are its: expressiveness and
effectiveness.
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The exxpressiveness criteria caan be clearlyy
specified for each graphicall languagee.
A graphicaal language satisfies exxpressivenesss
criteria wheen it is possiible to generrate sentencees
that expresss all the factss representedd by the inpuut
data. The issue here is that thhe generatedd
sentences may
m introducce additionall facts whichh
are not correct.
c
Theerefore, a language is
i
expressive when
w
it reprresents all thhe input factts
and these faacts only.
The effectivenesss criteria is more
complicatedd to evaluaate, since it can base
on many different faactors, like accuracy of
o
interpretatioon, its speedd, presentatioon simplicityy
or any othher characteeristic relateed to humann
perception. For examplee, Mackinalyy in his workk
on automatting presentation designn focuses onn
accuracy of interpretattion [20]. He
H based hiis
study on thhe fact that a person haas to perform
m
perceptual task when interpreting a graphicaal
presentationn. The taskk strongly depends onn
a graphicall technique used to construct
c
the
presentationn. Determininng a positionn of graphicaal
object, its length, collor, size, etc.,
e
may be
an example of suchh task. Siince humann
perception is
i equipped for
f some taskks better thann
the other, Mackinaly measured effectivenesss
comparing perceptual task requiredd by differennt
graphical languages. For thiis purposee,
Mackinaly prepared a ranking (Table 1) of
o
perceptual tasks’ efficiiency depennding on the
type of graaphical codinng. Mackinllay’s rankingg
includes quuantitative, nominal
n
and ordinal data
types [7, 200, 25].
Tab. 1. Mackinlay’s
M
rannking of perceeptual tasks
efficiency − from the most to the least efficient [20]
Quantitativve
Position
Length
Angle

Ordinaal
Positionn
Intensitty/Value
Colour
(saturattion)
Slope
Colour (hue)
Area (Size))
Texturee
Volume
Connecction
Intensity/Vaalue Containnment
Colour
(saturation))
Colour (huee)
Texture
Connectionn
Containmennt
Shape

Noominal
Poosition
Coolour (hue)
Teexture

Lengthh

Coonnection
Coontainment
Inttensity/Value
Coolour
(saaturation)
Shhape

Angle
Slope
Area (S
Size)
Volumee
Shape

Leength
Anngle
Sloope
Arrea (Size)
Voolume

Lookinng for optim
mal languagee to represennt
given set of
o data, it is necessaryy to identify
fy
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a spaace of posssible grapphical langu
uages.
Mackin
naly limitedd the space to a set of welldefined
d primitive languages
l
likke: line charrt, bar
chart, tree, verticaal/horizontal axis, color,, size,
shape, etc. The prim
mitive languages are classsified
by theiir encoding techniques,
t
ffor instance: single
positio
on languagge (vertical//horizontal axis)
encodees informatioon by its poosition, retinal list
langua
ages (color, size, shappe, etc.) encode
inform
mation using six retinal pproperties deefined
by Bertin [4, 5]. Since the uusage of a single
primitiive languagee may be nott enough for many
possiblle presentaations’ neeeds, Mack
kinaly
introdu
uced compoosition algebbra. The allgebra
consistts of primitivve languagess and compo
osition
operato
ors which allow prodducing altern
native
languaages based onn primitive ones.

Fig. 1. Modell of graphical presentation
undderstanding [223]

osition
Despite the fact that, the compo
algebraa extends capabilities of Mackin
naly’s
solutio
on, it is still limited
l
becauuse of small set of
primitiive techniquues. First-priinciple frameework
constru
ucted by Micchael Shiff, rrepresents an
nother
approaach to the toppic of autom
mating presen
ntation
design [23]. Deepp decomposiition of grap
phical
languaages design space and lleveraging human
h
visual perception process ffor selectio
on of
optimaal presentattion methodd is the main
charactteristic of first-principple. Schiff used
perception model similar to thhose presentted by
Pinker’s theory of
o graph unnderstanding
g and
Lohse’’s model off extracting information from
graphs [17, 18, 22]. First-princciple bases on
o the
assump
ption that two steps: perception
n and
interprretation, takee place indeppendently. Firstly,
F
human
n perceptionn decodes ggiven presen
ntation
and su
ubsequently interpretatiion of percceived
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information occurs. The presentation can be seen
as a graphical description composed of graphical
objects which are identified by perception and
based on it a perceptual description is built.
The perceptual description is then interpreted
and transformed to a cognitive level. Cognitive
description is a mental representation of
information incorporated in a graphical
presentation. The basic model of perceptual
processing and information extraction is shown
in Figure 1.
Coming back to the size of design space,
in Schiff’s approach, graphical description
is more fine-grained than Mackinaly’s set of
primitive languages. Graphical objects that make
up the graphical description are instances of
graphical primitives. Possible primitives can be:
lines, arrows, circles, rectangles. Each primitive
has its fixed set of parameters, like: color, size,
position, which altogether give large design
space. To cope with this and handle construction
of graphical language, Schiff defines two
types of principles: logical principles and
psychological principles [23]. Logical principles
are a kind of filters which determine if
a language is able to represent input data.
Psychological principles perform further
selection based on how suitable the language is,
considering people accuracy and speed in correct
understanding of encoding convention (encoding
convention is elaborated in next sections). This
is necessary since first-principle may have
to deal with previously unknown graphical
languages, contrary to Mackinaly’s approach
[20].
Psychological principles are subsequently
divided into interpretive principles and
perceptual principles. Interpretive principles are
most difficult to specify objectively, because
they describe characteristics that make
a presentation easy to understand without any
confusion. On the other hand, the perceptual
principles determine how effective a graphical
language is for a given data, where effectiveness
is measured by speed and accuracy of perceptual
distinction made by observer of a graphical
presentation.
Comparing
to
interpretive
principles, this area is far more explored by
researches and has better theoretical foundations.
Summarizing, a set of principles is used for
the purpose of filtering and selecting of
an optimal graphical language for input data
type. The finally selected language in terms of
first-principle approach is composed of:
• a set of graphical primitives that will be
used in the presentation

•
•

a specification of correspondence between
domains of each data tuple and some
properties of the graphical primitives
a specification of relationship between
graphical primitives required to encode data
relation, when multiple primitives encode
single data relation.

3. Selecting encoding convention
Now, let's focus on how to build a graphical
language and eventually transform information
into its graphical representation. As mentioned
earlier, a graphical presentation can be described
at several levels. The method of transition from
one level to another is called encoding
convention [23] – starting from the cognitive
description, through the perceptual description
down to the graphical description. Some
examples of entities used at different levels are
presented in Tab. 2. It is evident that encoding
convention must specify a systematic method
of mapping between subsequent description
levels for a certain type of data set. Selected
method should allow constructing a graphical
presentation for any data set instance of given
type. Automating the selection process is
a critical area for the domain of automatic
presentation design. In this article the area will
be narrowed, so the encoding convention is
partially predefined in a manual process, at the
same time the focus is aimed at particular data
type and detailed characteristics of the selected
encoding convention.
Tab. 2. Examples of entities for different levels
of description [23]
Level

Entitites/Components and examples

Cognitive objects/tuples/relations (e.g. <attrib1,
attrib2, ...>)
domains (set of possible attributes)
Perceptual Perceptual objects (e.g. circle,
rectangle)
Properties (e.g. size, postion)
Graphical Graphic objects (e.g. circle, point)
Parameters (e.g. x, y, radius)

The
task
of
creating
graphical
representation is naturally divided into two
subtasks which rely on the introduced
description levels. The first one is to transform
from the given data set (which is actually
a cognitive description) to perceptual model.
The main issue here is to choose data
representation which allows an observer to note
25
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all semanttically relevvant attributtes in suchh
a way, thatt information can be exxtracted. The
second subtask is to consider
c
how
w the chosenn
perceptual description
d
should be insstantiated intoo
graphical objects with their layout andd
properties, so as to enssure that thee recipient is
i
able to extrract certain perceptual
p
properties andd
perceptual relations effectively.. Describedd
subtasks were
w
called by Shiff respectivelyy:
representatiion and layout.
Beforee explainingg a proposeed encodingg
convention, it is necessaary to introduuce data type
which will be exploreed and the goal of the
graphical prresentation. The data typpe is definedd
as a set off objects; eaach object has
h a set of
o
attributes where
w
all attrributes belonng to a single
domain. Thhe domain type
t
is nom
minal and the
number of attributes foor particular object is noot
explicitly deefined but deepends on thhe instance of
o
the data set.
s
Followiing this deefinition, the
instance off informationn to be preseented can be
modelled as
a a set of objects O and
a
a set of
o
possible domain attribuutes A, wheree each objecct
x∈ O is defined as x⊆ A. The maiin purpose of
o
the presenttation is to enable the observer too
identify inndividual object
o
x and extracct
informationn about its characteristiics. In otheer
words, enncoding coonvention must
m
allow
w
a graphicall representaation and differentiation
d
n
of each objeect from the set O.
It musst be noted,, that selectted encodingg
convention is being prrepared for one specific
data type (aand even forr a particulaar instance of
o
data) – noot for any data
d
type, therefore
t
the
representatiion stage cann be construccted once andd
it can be done
d
manuaally, taking into accounnt
human percceptual capabbilities. The layout task is
i
treated diffferently annd engagess automatedd
processes for
fo solving thhe problem, what will be
elaborated further
f
in thee article.
On thhe basis of earlier deffinitions, the
proposed enncoding convvention can be describedd
as follows:
• cognitiive level description – a set of objectts
O, a set
s of possibble domain attributes A,
A
each obbject x∈ O iss defined as x⊆
x A
• percepttual level description
d
– perceptuaal
objectss are: points and
a lines
• mappinng between cognitive annd perceptuaal
level – each attribuute of the coggnitive objecct
x is reppresented by a single poinnt on a planee,
all poiints that beelong to one object are
conneccted by linees, so the whole
w
objecct
createss a closed pollygon
• graphiccal level description – a point on gridd
of n equal cells, where
w
n is a number of
o
differennt attributes in the set A. Each celll
26

ot can
reepresents a diifferent attribbute and a do
bee placed onlyy inside a celll
• mapping
m
betw
ween percepttual and grap
phical
lev
vel – each point
p
of the pperceptual leevel is
reepresented byy a single dot on the grid
d, each
lin
ne is repressented by ssingle line drawn
d
beetween dots.
Examp
ple presentaation usingg this enccoding
conven
ntion can bee found in F
Figure 2. Having
H
above definition, the
t key probblem to solvee here
is layo
out – how to place points and lines on
o the
grid in
n such a mannner that coggnitive objeccts are
effectiv
vely extracteed, identifiedd and remem
mbered
by an observer.
o

Fig
g. 2. Example presentation
p
– generated wiith
proposedd encoding connvention

he layout taask will bee elaborated later
Th
in this article. Now
w I will focuus on the raational
behind
d this encodding convenntion. There is at
least a couple of reasons
r
which originate from
the datta type characteristics.
Fiirst of all, objects aare describeed by
nomina
al attributes, which means that theey are
only named
n
values. There is no defined order
and no
o arithmetic operations are possiblee [25].
The on
nly thing thaat can be doone over no
ominal
values is comparinng them wiith other no
ominal
values.. This impliees that standdard techniqu
ues of
visualization such as line chartts, bar charts, etc.
are harrd to apply.
Seecondly, loooking at Maackinlay’s raanking
of percceptual tasks efficiency (T
Table 1), it can
c be
noticed
d that determ
mining a possition of grap
phical
object is most effficient for aall the data types
includiing nominall. It is clearr, that the use
u of
space is the most
m
signifficant aspecct of
visualization. Space is treated iin a particulaar way
in relaation to otheer image attrributes – it is the
basis, on which other
o
elemennts are distriibuted
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[6]. The
T empty sppace of an im
mage is a coontainer
with a metric struucture that can
c be descriibed by
axis. For the nom
minal data typpe axis are covered
c
by reegions divideed into subreegions. Conssidering
the above
a
argum
ments, leverraging the use of
arbitrrary locationn in space to exhibit attribbutes of
an obbject, as it is proposed in
i this study, seems
to be well justifieed.
T
There
is onee more argum
ment that cannnot be
negleected. Such encoding convention allows
introdduction of shhape percepttion. From all
a other
propeerties of a graphical object, shhape is
probaably the mosst important.. This is duee to the
fact that it is thhe most infformative prroperty,
whichh allows to receive a greater num
mber of
facts about the object
o
than anything elsse [21].
As thhe purpose of
o presentatioon specified earlier,
is to identify deppicted objectt, taking advvantage
of obj
bject's figure is strongly leegitimate. Innfluence
of shhape on visuaal perceptionn of figures will be
elaboorated furtherr in the next section.

define
d
any objective
o
meeasure. A sim
mple methodd
would
w
be to analyze a sstructure of a figure, forr
example
e
the number of ssides increases perceivedd
complexity.
c
But even ffor the samee number off
sides,
s
figuree’s complexiity can diffeer (Figure 3))
[21]. It appeaars that the nnumber of co
omponents iss
not
n an adeqquate measuure and the complexityy
must
m
dependd on the w
way the com
mponents aree
assembled
a
together. Whhich comes back to thee
main
m
assumpption of Gesstalt psycholo
ogy – globall
relation
r
of thhe perceivedd componentss is the mostt
important.
i

4. F
From figu
ural goodn
ness to
S
Structural
l Informattion Theorry
A speecial sensitivvity of humaan vision to ’good’
structtures was first
fi
noticed by the authhors of
Gestaalt psycholoogy. They cllaimed that people
tend to organizee visual eleements into groups
[27]. Only global relation, between ellements
formiing an imagee, determinees the key asspect of
perceeption. That is why whenn looking at a set of
dots outlining a rectangle, we
w see a figgure not
just a set of doots. Max Wertheimer
W
a
and
his
co-woorkers form
mulated prinnciples expplaining
perceeptual organiization calledd gestalt law
ws [27].
Anothher achieveement of their
t
work is the
conceept of figuraal goodness [14,
[
21]. It is
i based
on thhe observatioon that som
me sets of ellements
seem
m to be sim
mpler and beetter organizzed, so
calledd good figgures, whereeas other sets
s
of
elemeents are com
mplex and poorly
p
organnized –
bad figures.
f
The figural goodness characcteristic
of an
a object can be well
w
describbed as
a coomposition of regularitty and sim
mplicity.
For some shapes such as a cirrcle, any channge can
only degenerate itts goodness [21].
T interest in good figuures is motivvated by
The
the efficiency
e
off processing.. There is a strong
correlation betweeen performaance of som
me tasks
and human
h
opinioon on the gooodness of thee figure
[8]. Garner foound evideence that people
remem
mber, descrribe, matchh and learnn good
figurees much bettter than bad ones.
o
N
Now
let’s foocus on the method of how to
determ
mine the goodness of a figure.
Unfortunately, gestalt
g
psycchologists did
d
not

Fig. 3. A) Example on hhow the number of sides
inccreases perceivved complexity;
B) Exampple on how reegularity affects figural
goodness, even
e
for the saame number of
o sides [21]

There are
a at least tw
wo approach
hes that takee
into
i
accountt the whole structure off a figure inn
complexityy. First was formulatedd
determining
d
by
b Wendelll Garner [[8]. His Ro
otation andd
Reflection
R
Subset thheory deffines eightt
transformatio
t
ons applicaable to a figure:
f
fourr
rotations
r
(0,, 90, 180, 2270 – degreees) and fourr
reflections
r
(horizontal, vertical, leeft-diagonal,,
al – axes). Inn this approaach goodnesss
right-diagon
r
is
i inverselyy proportionnal to the number off
different
d
figuures generatted by the ap
pplication off
all
a transforrmations too the origiinal figure..
For
F instancee, applying the transforrmations onn
a square givves in all eeight version
ns the samee
square.
s
At thhe same timee, applying it
i to random
m
trapezoid
t
prooduces eightt different vaariants of thee
figure.
f
This simple experriment is con
nsistent withh
the
t
gestalt assumptionss, because a square iss
an
a objectiveely simpler figure then
n trapezoid..
The
T
only problem with transsformationall
approach
a
is that not all cases can be explained..
For
F
variouss figures thhe number of differentt
transformatio
t
ons may be equal, but they
t
are nott
equally
e
’goood’ [21].
Other theories
t
whiich deal weell with thee
previous
p
issuue also existt. They are derived
d
from
m
another
a
maajor gestaltt principle formulatedd
277
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by Koffka – Law of Pragnanz
P
[115]. The law
w
indicates that
t
human perceptionn is led byy
simplicity. Therefore, a preferred interpretation
i
n
of a shape is
i reflected inn the simplesst descriptionn
of that shappe. The exam
mple in Figuure 4 helps too
understand this dependdency. The Pragnanz
P
law
w
does not speecify how too determine the
t simplicityy
of the shappe. First steeps towardss finding the
method were
w
made thanks too Shannon’s
Informationn Theory [24]].

Fig. 4. Praggnanz law visualization, onne pattern can
have many
m
interpretaations, but thee simplest
is preferreed. In this casee interpretatioon B is more
probable than
t
A [13]

Attneavve and McA
Alister noticed that humann
visual systtems encode shapes optimally
o
byy
leveraging regularities such as: symmetry
s
o
or
repetition [33, 14]. Manyy perceptionss are possiblee,
but the onee actually peerceived hass the shortesst
encoding, because
b
eacch regularityy means lesss
bits of inforrmation needded for the coode. This waas
a first objecctive measurre of simpliccity. But how
w
the code shoould look likke was not sppecified, untiil
Leeuwenberrg introduceed Structurall Informationn
Theory (S
SIT) [16]. Formalizatiion of SIT
T
encoding model
m
startedd from 1D and
a then waas
generalized to 2D pattterns. Accorrding to SIT
T,
the process is composedd of three stepps [12, 13]:
1. 2D vissual pattern is representted by a 1D
D
sequennce of symbols (e.g. chaaracters), the
only restriction
r
i that the 2D patternn
is
is unnambiguouslly reproduucible from
m
the seqquence of sym
mbols.
2. The seequence of symbols is encoded byy
means of encodinng rules, whhich describe
regularrities
am
mong
sym
mbols
andd
subseqquences of syymbols.
3. The seelection of simplest coode is made
using complexity
c
m
metric
calledd Informationn
Load, which musst be in linne with the
discusssed earlier Laaw of Praegnnanz.
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Tab. 3. Codding rules exam
mples [13]
Rules

Symbool sequ.

Coode

Iteratio
on

aaa...aaa

m**(a)

Symmetry

abcdcbba

S[((a)(b)(c),(d)]

Alternaation abacadd
bacadaa

<(aa)>/<(b)(c)(d))>
<(bb)(c)(d)>/<(a))>

The en
ncoding rules are stronglly connected
d with
visual regularitiess. SIT deveeloped a set
s of
regularrities, whichh then was nnarrowed to three
major so called transparrent hologrraphic
regularrities. Thee holograpphic regulaarities
basicallly cover all the other reggularities (brroader
rationaal is beyondd the scopee of this arrticle),
namely
y: iteration, symmetry, alternation. Rules
represeenting them
m are resppectively: I--form,
S-form
m, A-form, reeferred togetther as ISA--forms
(Table 3).
pplying the rules to thee original sy
ymbol
Ap
sequen
nce and alll the subbsequences gives
combin
natorial expllosion of thee possible miinimal
end co
odes. To seaarch this sppace and evaluate
possiblle coding, one
o needs m
mentioned earlier,
e
information load metric.
m
Sincee SIT comp
plexity
metric is a separatee issue, for tthe purpose of
o this
article number of
o symbols that remaain in
the en
ncoded sequeence can bee a good en
nough
approx
ximation. For examplee, below is
i an
approx
ximated infoormation looad of follo
owing
codes:
• ab
babab ↔ 3*((a)(b)) : innf. load = 2
• ab
bcdcba ↔ S[(a)(b)(c),((d)] : inf. load = 4
• ab
bacad ↔ <(a)>/<(b)(c)
<
)(d)> : inf. lo
oad =3
Summaarizing, SIT passes from theory to prractice
and gives
g
the ability
a
to calculate figural
fi
goodneess. Hence,, comparinng efficienccy of
different figures is also feasiblee.

5. SIIT and Laayout Task
k
SIT do
oes not provide a speccific way ho
ow to
transfo
orm 2D patteern/figure intto 1D sequen
nce of
symbols. The natuural assumptiion is that itt must
be a reversible process.
p
Thhe most com
mmon
converrsion methood is baseed on follo
owing
a figurre contour annd coding itt as a sequen
nce of
sides leength and anngles betweeen them – co
ontour
code. Example
E
forr a trapezoidd is presented on
Figure 5, representting it as a coode, using co
ontour
coding
g, could takke a form oof aebeadcd
d (inf.
load = 8). After appplying ISA-form, its sh
horten
version
n, taking intto account ssymmetries of
o the
trapezo
oid is: S[(a)(ee),(b)]S[(d),((c)](inf. load
d = 5).
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polygons
p
arre based oon spatially contiguouss
condition,
c
proposed by Tuijl and Leeuwenberg
L
g
[13, 26]. Thhe computational com
mplexity off
a naive algorrithm solvingg this task is O(k!).

Figg. 5. The figuree of trapezoidd with labelledd sides
annd angels. 1D
D sequence couuld be: aebeaddcd,
annd applying IS
SA-forms: S[(aa)(e),(b)]S[(d)),(c)]

U
Using
the discussionn on grraphical
languuages and figural
fi
goodnness, let’s move
m
to
descrribe the layoout task. Reecalling the task in
the figural
fi
goodnness nomencclature, it cooncerns
findinng a methodd of how to arrange the grid of
attribbutes A in such
s
a way that all vissualized
objeccts O form good
g
figuress. So that it allows
and
identifying
effecttive
extrracting,
remem
mbering them
m.
N
Now,
let’s consider hoow to find optimal
o
grid arrangementt. Using meethods presented in
previous sectionss, it is possibble to calcullate the
inform
mation load of a given object for a single
grid arrangemennt. An aggrregated com
mplexity
measure for the given grid can
c be obtaiined by
calcuulating and adding
a
inform
mation loads
ds of all
objeccts from O.. The aggreegated inforrmation
load is then a selection crriteria of thhe grid
arranngements. Thhe lower looad the bettter grid
(the grid optimaality is inveersely propoortional
to thhe load). Grid
G
selectedd this way ’holds
a proomise’ of each object visualisationn being
a goood figure.
this
articcle
rather
A
Although
has
an inntroduction nature and detailed alggorithm
is nott a subject heere, I will tryy to show thee list of
probllems which must be solved
s
in order to
compplete the laayout task. Looking for
f
the
optim
mal grid, com
mputational complexity
c
b
become
very crucial pooint, there are three major
probllems:
blem I – figu
ure constructting
Prob
As it was mentioned
m
earlier durinng the
discuussion on encoding conventionn, the
visuaalized objectss are represeented by poiints and
conneecting them
m lines in such a waay that
altogether they foorm a closed polygon. In theory,
any point
p
can be connected too any line. As
A it can
be obbserved, the number
n
of possible
p
connnections
configuration deppends on thee number off object
attribbutes and it iss of order k!. Not all of thhem are
valid configuratioons since inntersecting liines are
not allowed. Seelection critteria amongg valid

Problem
P
II – minimal ccode
When
W
a figgure is connstructed it is easy too
produce
p
the contour code. The nex
xt step is too
find
f
the minimal code for this co
ontour code..
Basic
B
approoach to this problem may lookk
as
a follows:
1. Searchinng for ISA-fform which can
c describee
some syymbol subseqquences;
2.
2 Replacing the founnded subseq
quence withh
related ISA-forms;
I
3.
3 Continuuing searchhing in th
he resultingg
sequencce.
The
T
search space for minimal code
c
growss
exponentially
e
y with the nuumber of sym
mbols in thee
initial
i
code. The exponential scale of this taskk
has
h two sourrces [10, 12, 13]. In a co
ode of lengthh
N,
N the numbber of differeent length su
ubsequencess
is
i N*(N+1)//2, which ggives polyno
omial searchh
space,
s
but all possiible combiinations off
subsequence
s
es which m
make O(2N) are in ourr
actual
a
intereest. The seecond problem here iss
finding
f
IS
SA-forms
covering
for
eachh
subsequence
s
e, which iis a super-exponentiall
problem
p
O(22NlogN).
Problem
P
IIII – grid selecction
Problem
P
I and
a Problem II are only consideringg
single
s
figuree and single grid, but th
he main taskk
is
i to checkk all possiblle grids. It is easy too
calculate
c
thaat for n attrributes in th
he set A, n!
valid
v
grid arrrangements exist (assum
ming a fixedd
number
n
of rows and ccolumns in the grid –
a square gridd). Manipulaating the ratio of rows too
columns
c
givees completelly new arrang
gements andd
obviously
o
inncreases the number of all possiblee
combination
c
ns. For simpliicity reasonss only squaree
grids
g
will be consideered, even though thee
problem
p
has complexity of O(n!).
Consideering potentiial solutions to the abovee
problems,
p
P
Problem
I caan be repressented usingg
graph
g
theoryy. Assuming that points are vertexess
in
i a complette graph, a seearch for a vaalid polygonn
may
m
be appproximatedd by findin
ng minimall
Hamiltonian
H
n cycle in suuch a graph [13].
[
This iss
a well-know
wn problem ffor which maany heuristicc
algorithms
a
thhat can be appplied exist.
Regardiing Problem
m II, P. van
n der Helm
m
proposed
p
traansparallel pprocessing approach
a
forr
minimal
m
SIT
T code searcch that uses hyperstringg
concept
c
andd achieves accceptable co
omplexity off
O(N
O 3+logN) [110].
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The biggest issue in solving layout task
comes from Problem III – grid selection. It is
evident from the above discussion, that using
naive approaches and checking all potential
grids for a large set of attributes A is not possible
in finite time (e.g. 100 attributes gives around
10157 different grids). This problem does has not
had yet good solution and will be a major topic
of further research.

6. Conclusions
This article aims to outline the problem of data
visualization, where a method of visualization is
built for a specific data, not only for a data type
but also for an instance of data. This allows to
use their characteristics and build otherwise
inaccessible solutions. At this stage the use of
the data instance is not fully leveraged. It is
implicitly covered in the whole presented
method, which expresses in the fact that the data
set is known from the beginning, but still it is
not used directly in a specific algorithm.
For example any particular characteristic of
an object o from O is never considered.
This leaves room which can be explored in grid
selection algorithm. Since the naive solution to
this problem is unacceptable, the work must be
focused on other methods. Heuristic methods
seem to be a good candidate to make use of
the data characteristics. For example dividing
the grid selection problem into smaller
subproblems is one of a potentially possible
approach. The division may be set based on
occurrence frequency of particular attributes in
visualized objects, taking into account similar
groups of attributes shared by different objects
or any other pattern appearing in data. Knowing
such patterns allows to extract them and for
instance to prepare fixed solution (fixed good
figure) for the subset of attributes and objects.
Then, it can be used as a constant element of
the grid, which reduces the number of possible
grid arrangements. This and other heuristics will
be the subject of further research.
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Zastosowanie koncepcji „figural goodness”
do automatycznego projektowania wizualizacji zbioru danych
T. RZEŹNICZAK
Wiele rozwiązań z zakresu automatyzacji konstruowania prezentacji graficznych koncentruje się na
konstruowaniu prezentacji graficznych dla wybranego typu danych, najczęściej bez uwzględniania konkretnej
instancji danych w procesie przygotowania metody prezentacji. Wynika to z faktu, że podejścia te starają się
być rozwiązaniami uniwersalnymi. W pracy zaproponowana jest metoda, która zwraca uwagę na cechy
danych, które faktycznie będą przedstawiane. Znając charakterystykę danych, do zaprezentowania możliwe
jest znacznie lepsze dostosowanie podejścia i poprawa wydajności zbudowanej wizualizacji. Wydajność
wizualizacji w tym przypadku jest rozumiana jako zdolność obserwatora do odnajdywania i rozpoznawania
prezentowanych obiektów w szybki i łatwy sposób. Budowa metody opiera się głównie na badaniach
w obszarze wizualizacji danych i psychologii percepcji – ze szczególnym naciskiem na figural goodness.
Słowa kluczowe: wizualizacja danych, języki graficzne, structural information theory, figural goodness.
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